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Northampton Road, Manchester, M40 5BP



A home for 
tech, digital 
and creative
businesses to
grow and succeed
in a true creative
community

CGI of Arbeta Exterior
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What is Arbeta?

Arbeta is a step forward – bold, bright, 
business space for tomorrow and beyond. 
A new kind of workspace designed to 
create a hub for tech and creative 
business minds. 

Arbeta is an eco-system for growing 
businesses where flexibility, community 
and connectivity come first.  

This is a building reinvented as a tech hub, 
part of the same family of workspaces as 
The Sharp Project and Space Studios.
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CGI of Arbeta’s communal area

Space to create

An inspirational base for businesses to  
grow and expand within a community  
that puts well-being at its heart.

All under one roof

The design of Arbeta’s workspaces and communal 
spaces create the perfect community of tech and 
digitally focused businesses. A place to attract and 
retain the best tech talent.

Room for connections

Everything flows from the centre at Arbeta – our 
natural light-filled atrium providing spaces to make 
connections. Whether planned, unplanned, or on the 
hoof – those encounters with like minds that set 
thoughts racing and put ideas in motion happen here. 

Your space to grow

Arbeta gives you the tools to shape your destiny. 
Fast-moving digital businesses need flexibility, the 
ability to scale up within a true growth ecosystem. 
A genuine tech hub, Arbeta offers spaces from 
1,400 sq ft to 71,900 sq ft – whether step-outs, 
scale-ups or corporate project teams, Arbeta can 
be your springboard to success.
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A place like no other

This is the space for you to shape: the blank 
canvas that will allow you to create the 
environment your business needs to 
succeed. Arbeta gives you the chance to 
create your own space, at a building with a 
stripped-back, classically Mancunian 
industrial feel. Plugged into high-speed 
physical and digital connections, you can 
bring your brand to life, and make a home 
that inspires and energises your team.  
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Typical Workspaces 
– Indicative Space Plans

Block C

2,583 sq ft / 240 sq m

Workstations:                           28 

Breakout / Touchdown:          02

Boardroom:                               01

Kitchen:                                      01

Meeting room:                          02

Booths:                                       02

Block A

11,178 sq ft / 1,038 sq m

Workstations:                           128 

Breakout / Touchdown:          05

Boardroom:                               02

Kitchen:                                      01

Meeting room:                          02

Private Working:                      04

Block B

5,565 sq ft / 517 sq m

Workstations:                           58 

Breakout / Touchdown:          04

Boardroom:                                01

Kitchen:                                      01

Meeting room:                          01

Booths:                                        03
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Schedule of areas

Block C

Level Offices Total sq ft sq m

G 1 1,413 131

1 2 5,435 505

2 2 5,435 505

Detailed
specifications

4 Lifts

Wifi60 cycle
spaces

271 car
spaces

5 Meeting
Rooms

Event Space

Air Con

Full access
raised floors

Cafe

11 Female &
Male WC’s

Communal
Atrium

6 Shower and
Changing facilities

Block B

Level Offices Total sq ft sq m

G 2 6,973 647

1 2 9,536 886

2 2 9,536 886

Block A

Level Offices Total sq ft sq m

G 4 11,178 1,038

1 2 11,173 1,037

2 2 11,205 1,040
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Schedule of Areas Schedule of Areas
Ground Level 1

Office Block sq ft sq m

0.1 A 2,733 254

0.2 A 2,878 267

0.3 A 2,878 267

0.4 A 2,689 250

0.5 B 2,732 253

0.6 B 4,241 394

0.8 C 1,413 131

Office Block sq ft sq m

1.1 A 5,608 521

1.2 A 5,565 517

1.3 B 5,532 514

1.4 B 4,004 372

1.5 C 2,852 265

1.6 C 2,583 240

N

Northampton Road

Office 
0.6

Office 
0.5

Office 
0.4

Office 
0.3

Office 
0.2

Office 
0.1

Office 
0.8

Event
space

Communal
atrium

Meeting
room E

Meeting
room D

Meeting
room C

Meeting
room B

Meeting
room AFoyer

Cafe

Block A

Block B

B
lock C

N

Northampton Road

Block A

Block B

B
lock C

Office 
1.3

Office 
1.4

Office 
1.5

Office 
1.6

Office 
1.1

Office 
1.2

Void
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Schedule of Areas
Level 2

Office Block sq ft sq m

2.1 A 5,608 520

2.2 A 5,597 521

2.3 B 5,532 514

2.4 B 4,004 372

2.5 C 2,852 265

2.6 C 2,583 240

CGI of Arbeta’s communal area

N

Northampton Road

Block A

Block B

B
lock C

Office 
2.3

Office 
2.4

Office 
2.5

Office 
2.6

Office 
2.1

Office 
2.2

Void
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Connected socially

Some workplaces lack a sense of purpose, 
but Arbeta is different – quality, attentive 
on-site management is an essential, core 
belief of The Sharp Project family. Our in 
house management teams build up strong 
relationships with our customers, keeping in 
touch to keep you ahead of the game.
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The Sharp
Project

The Sharp Project

Space Studios is Manchester’s very own 
purpose built television and film studios with 
six sound stages.

A reimagining of a the electronic company Sharp’s former warehouse, The Sharp Project is a 
revitalising the digital and creative industry from across Manchester since it opened in 2011.

Space Studios 06
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The Sharp Project Incubators
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Digitally connected

Arbeta and it’s sister sites The Sharp Project 
and Space Studios are underpinned by a 
robust and resilient full fibre infrastructure 
that ensures near limitless access to the 
internet as well as offering tenants the ability 
to connect to other key commercial hubs  
and data centres in Manchester and other 
key UK locations.

Wellbeing & Amenities

We know that for young, ambitious companies,  
a healthy and supportive work environment is a high 
priority. Arbeta’s design and configuration, with natural 
light and generous spaces, provides a professional, relaxed 
atmosphere, while customers can take advantage of a 
curated programme of activity on site including yoga and 
exercise classes.
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Inside, outside and all around, the amenity 
provision at Arbeta make it the perfect 
setting for an ambitious tech and creative 
business. From design-led informal breakout 
spaces and café in the light-filled atrium, to 
landscaped external areas, there are spaces 
to work and relax as you see fit. 

Through a shared management team and 
close proximity to The Sharp Project,  
tenants at Arbeta will benefit from a 
connection to the wider business network  
of The Sharp Project and from shared social 
activity across both sites.    

There are leading brand hotels close by for 
those needing to stay, and excellent transport 
connectivity to central Manchester.

Street food Pop-up24 25



Community

The Sharp Project Family

Arbeta, through it’s relationship with The Sharp 
Project is part of a community that provides an 
environment for business growth every step of 
the way. Arbeta’s neighbour, The Sharp Project 
opened in 2011, and was ahead of the curve 
when it comes to building and nurturing a digital 
and creative community. Arbeta is a natural 
next step, a similar, but expanded environment 
where our years of partnering with high-growth 
businesses come to the fore.

Events

Arbeta will feature a tailored programme of 
events geared towards  learning opportunities 
from noted business leaders, along with 
opportunities to socialise and get to know more 
about the other businesses on-site.

“Manchester’s secret silicon valley. The welcoming and vibrant community at 
The Sharp Project is so refreshing to be a part of. Compared to the typical 
corporate environment, The Sharp Project campus gives an opportunity for the 
in house businesses to not just network, but to develop lifelong connections.”

Mustafa Rashid
Content Director, Pie Analysis

“The Sharp Project is ideal for us. We are located alongside other growing 
enthusiastic digital, technology and creative companies who may themselves 
have a need for our technology. We want to attract young people to work for and 
with our company – The Sharp Project’s culture also supports that.”

Stuart Melhuish
CEO, Aucoda

“The Sharp Project has proven to be ideal site for doodledoMOTION. There is 
a great community feel and we’re able to easily connect with dozens of other 
businesses to collaborate and knowledge share. We also benefit from the 
flexibility the site offers, with studios and meeting rooms available when we  
have a productions on or just need a bit more space. The Sharp Project is also 
easy to access, has free parking and a great reputation across the North’s 
creative sector.”

Joe Spademan
Head of Animation, doodledoMOTION
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CGI of Arbeta’s communal area
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Central Park
Metrolink

Manchester
City Centre

The Sharp
Project

Arbeta Piccadilly Station Victoria Station Central Park Metrolink

Rusholme

Old Trafford

Hulme

Oldsall

Salford

Manchester
Centre

Arbeta
Site

A62

A62

Ancoats

Moston

Bradford

Cheetham Hill

Location

Road network

Arbeta provides on-site, secure car parking. 
One less thing to worry about. And with direct 
access to the A62, Arbeta offers great connectivity 
to the city and beyond. Five minutes’ drive from the 
city centre, the building is also within ten minutes 
of the orbital M60 motorway, meaning that the 
whole of Greater Manchester, and key points such 
as Manchester Airport, are within easy reach.
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Connectivity

Public transport

Arbeta sits at the heart of Central Park, which has 
a dedicated Metrolink stop, plugging our customers 
directly into Greater Manchester’s tram network. 
Regular services run from early morning through to 
midnight between central Manchester on the Rochdale 
and Oldham line.

Central Park sits just off the A62 Oldham Road, with a 
number of bus services running to the city centre every 
few minutes.

St. Peters 
Square

Exchange 
Square

Victoria 
Station

Monsall 
Stop

Central 
Park

Trams

24

181

72

184

82

188

83

X82

180

X84

Bus service

The following services pass The Sharp Project:

Buses leave from Stand F on Lever Street or at the bottom of Oldham Road. The journey takes 
about 10 minutes. www.tfgm.com

To arrive at Central Park from the city centre, you can use either the ‘Rochdale Town Centre’ or 
‘Shaw and Crompton’ Metrolink lines.

Central Park Metrolink station
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Contact

For more info
contact:

info@arbeta.co.uk

For leasing
contact OBI:

acowell@obiproperty.co.uk
07584 990 976
0161 237 1717


